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Abstract

Background and Aim: For both isometric and dynamic movements at the wrist, a popular analysis
technique for forearm muscle activation includes averaged time-series data that may not represent
changes in muscle activity throughout the task. Changes in muscle fiber length and environmental
stimuli can alter forearm/upper arm muscle activity during dynamic tasks (D. A. Forman et al.,
2020a). The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of forearm posture and torque on
forearm muscle activity using waveform analysis.
Methods: 12 participants performed a controlled wrist flexion/extension (±40°) tracking task
using a wrist manipulandum. Participants were positioned in a neutral, 30° pronated, or 30°
supinated forearm posture and the manipulandum applied a constant torque that resisted either
wrist extension or flexion. Posture-torque combinations were performed once each, with six
flexion/extension repetitions completed per condition. Wrist kinematics were tracked using the
manipulandum and the movement cycle was time normalized. Surface electromyography from
eight forearm/upper arm muscles were normalized to maximum voluntary contractions. Statistical
non-parametric mapping analyzed waveforms for each muscle using a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA for main/interaction effects (p=0.05), with post-hoc t-tests.
Results: All muscles showed main effects for both posture and torque direction. Decreases in
activity were observed in non-neutral forearm postures (flexors: 53-70%, extensors: 5-23% of the
cycle). Flexion torque increased muscle activity for FCR, FDS, and FCU during 0-56% and 75100%, 9-81%, and 22-51% of the movement cycle, respectively. ED and ECU had significantly
increased activity during 0-26% and 70-100% of the movement cycle during the extension torque

direction. During the neutral-flexion condition, FCR activity increased compared to all other
conditions during 58-70% of the movement.
Conclusion: When evaluating the entire waveform, non-neutral forearm postures decreased
activity for all muscles during specific ranges. The extension torque increased ED and ECU
activity at the start and end of the movement, while the flexion torque increased FCR and FDS
activity for the majority of the movement. Also, FCR was important in supporting wrist extension
during the neutral-flexion condition. Waveform analysis demonstrated complex forearm muscle
activity patterns that could provide insight into neuromuscular control, performance, and fatigue
progression.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background
Amongst all the joints of the musculoskeletal system, an argument can be made that the
wrist is the most essential when considering the quality of life that could be jeopardized if
impaired. Humans rely on the ability to grasp and manipulate objects to perform everyday tasks
(e.g., eat, open doors, and drive a car), complete work tasks, and take care of family (Goislard de
Monsabert et al., 2020). Without a functional wrist joint, many tasks become increasingly more
difficult to perform, potentially leading to a greater impact on quality of life. In the workplace,
mechanisms of injury are vast, but often occur because of repetitive motion, forceful exertions
with short recovery times, and poor and awkward/non-neutral postures (Balogh et al., 2019;
Fujiwara et al., 2017; Holtermann et al., 2010; Kattel et al., 1996; Mehta et al., 2020). More
specifically, musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) of the distal upper extremity often occur during
pinching tasks in combination with wrist postures involving excessive flexion, extension, radial
and ulnar deviation of the wrist (Kattel et al., 1996). During 2014, arm, wrist, and hand MSDs
made up 12% of total lost time claims in Ontario workplaces (Sutton et al., 2016). To determine
how these injuries manifest, a deeper investigation is required into the involvement of each muscle
with different forearm postures, against resistance or with assistance, and during repeated wrist
movements. Quantifying the activation of muscles in the forearm and upper arm during wrist
actions and gripping across different postures, applied torques, and repetition combinations is
essential to better understand basic neuromechanical function as well as injury risk.
The forearm is comprised of a compact group of twenty muscles that are, aside from a few,
responsible for movements at the wrist and involved in controlling the fingers (Biel, 2014b). The
1

wrist flexors and extensors have unique roles in wrist movement during isometric and dynamic
tasks. The wrist flexors are typically viewed as task dependent, as peak moments and force
generation capabilities are significantly affected by posture (Duque et al., 1995; Kattel et al., 1996;
Mogk & Keir, 2003). Conversely, the wrist extensor muscles have relatively constant muscle
activation as the wrist rotates through flexion-extension (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b; Gonzalez et
al., 1997; Hägg & Milerad, 1997; Mogk & Keir, 2003). Recent studies have shown that the
extensors can be task dependent during both wrist radial and ulnar deviation, and wrist flexion and
extension (D. A. Forman et al., 2020a, 2020b). This information on task dependency when
compared with the line of action (LoA) of a muscle relative to their percentage of involvement on
the respective joint actions (Bawa et al., 2000) shows a potential relationship that, if further
investigated, could help determine the variation in muscle force output in specific tasks (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Polar plot of six forearm muscles and their direction of pull relative to the wrist joint
(Bawa et al., 2000).

To understand neuromechanical function of the hand, it is important to first understand
limb dynamics and how segments rotate about a joint via muscle contraction. Muscle contractions
cause internal forces that are produced by a collective of muscle fibers, pulling the tendon that
rotates the limb about a joint. This articulation is also affected by passive structures, the anatomical
shape of the joint, and external forces such as applied forces, friction within the muscle and joint,
and gravity (Formica et al., 2012; Urone et al., 2012). The magnitude and direction of the internal
3

and external forces determines the net force acting on the joint that produces the limb rotation, also
known as a joint moment or torque. When these external forces act in the form of resistive forces
on a movement, muscle activity not only increases but remains at an elevated level of activity for
an extended period after overcoming the opposing force (Blanchette et al., 2011). The interaction
of these internal and external forces also determines whether muscles shorten or lengthen when
under strain, which are described as concentric or eccentric contractions, respectively. When a
muscle lengthens during an eccentric contraction, it produces a significantly larger muscle force
compared to concentric contraction (Lieber, 2018). This has been a large topic within muscle
strengthening methods, but also has a higher correlation with injury (Lieber, 2018).
During both concentric and eccentric contractions, wrist flexor and extensor muscle groups
work in tandem to control the wrist joint during static grip tasks, wrist rotations, and reaching
tasks. The wrist flexors and extensors undergo necessary co-contraction to form synergistic
relationships that are imperative to manipulating objects (Goislard de Monsabert et al., 2020). The
central nervous system (CNS) controls the specific muscle recruitment patterns but due to a
redundant musculoskeletal system there is variability in recruitment. The CNS coordinates
consistent synergies through spatial patterns (muscles involved), but also with temporal patterns
that tend to vary in the sequential activation of muscles altering movement outcomes (Carson &
Riek, 2001). Forearm muscle co-contraction stabilizes the wrist joint during motion and as joint
torque increases, greater amounts of joint stiffness is required to maintain stability (Franklin &
Milner, 2003). When manipulating an object, co-contraction is mechanically necessary for fine
and gross motor control and balance to produce an accurate movement (Goislard de Monsabert et
al., 2020). However, co-contraction can lead to increased joint loading (Trepczynski et al., 2018),
resulting in the need for a balance of required co-contraction for optimal control and safety.
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Different methods of analysis have been used to assess changes in muscle activity during
movement. Scenarios associated with one degree-of-freedom (DoF) wrist movements have
traditionally averaged muscle activity over the flexion and extension movement cycle and then
normalized the outputs to muscle specific maximum voluntary isometric contractions (MVC) (D.
A. Forman et al., 2020a, 2020b; Valle & Thomas, 2005). In another dynamic study involving one
and two DoF, passive stiffness in forearm muscles was separated into segments for each movement
instead of averaging the entire motion (Formica et al., 2012). Co-contraction has been popular in
understanding the ratio of muscle activity between antagonistic pairs. The process (co-contraction
equation) varies, but all attempt to quantify the difference in involvement between the target
muscles during isometric and dynamic situations (Claudon, 1998; Damiano et al., 2000; D. A.
Forman et al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b). In all the above studies, forearm posture was controlled and
limited to either neutral, supinated, or pronated. Considering these ideas and the large changes that
have been seen in muscle tendon displacement in relation to the joint as it moves through full range
of motion (ROM) whether performed isometrically or dynamically (Armstrong & Chaffin, 1978),
quantifying the effects of posture on muscle activation could help further the understanding of
unique muscle roles during wrist movements.
Posture has a significant impact on forearm muscle activity during isometric contractions
(Claudon, 1998) as a flexed posture has shown 40-50% less grip force compared to neutral or
extension (Mogk & Keir, 2003), but little research has been done to identify posture effects during
dynamic movements. During controlled radial and ulnar deviation, posture significantly increased
the co-contraction between flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and extensor digitorum (ED)
when in supination and pronation, respectively (D. A. Forman et al., 2020a). Changes in cocontraction is not always a clear representation of the change in muscle activity, but based off of
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isometric findings joint angle and/or orientation of the wrist and forearm can directly impact
muscle moment arms (MA) and can help determine the moment effect and individual muscle roles
in wrist rotation (Claudon, 1998; Valle & Thomas, 2005). These findings help to understand why
there are differences between, not only wrist flexors and extensors, but each muscle individually.
The vast degrees of freedom and ROM of the wrist makes it difficult to quantify muscle
contributions to movement and is why wrist and forearm rotation is often assessed individually.
Previous work (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b) has evaluated the effects of wrist movement and
forearm rotation on muscle activity, however discrete time points were analyzed during dynamic
tasks. In this thesis, the electromyography (EMG) will be examined in greater detail to gain a better
understanding of each muscles’ activation patterns to help our understanding of neuromuscular
control and fatigue progression, during wrist flexion and extension movements.
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1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of forearm posture and wrist torque
on forearm muscle activity during a controlled wrist flexion/extension movement. This was
evaluated by monitoring forearm and upper arm muscle activity while manipulating the handle of
a wrist robot that could control for biomechanical variables including velocity, torque, and posture.

1.3 Research questions
1. How does the contribution (magnitude of activity) of individual muscles change throughout
wrist flexion-extension and how does the waveform analysis technique compare to the
average activation over the complete range of motion?
2. How does forearm posture influence forearm and upper arm muscle activity during wrist
flexion and extension?
3. How does torque direction affect forearm and upper arm muscle activity during wrist
flexion and extension?
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1.4 Hypothesis
1. During different forearm postures and wrist positions within the target ROM, muscle
activation patterns will change significantly. Previous research measuring flexor carpi
radialis muscle activity has shown during a 30% maximum grip muscle activity changed
from 24% of maximum in a neutral posture, to 22% in full wrist extension and 56% in full
wrist flexion (Duque et al., 1995). Mogk & Keir (2003) has demonstrated that wrist flexor
muscle activity is significantly increased in a wrist flexion position compared to extension
and wrist extensor muscle activity is significantly increased in wrist extension compared
to flexion. In this same work, maximum grip force was significantly decreased during 45°
wrist flexion compared to neutral and 45° wrist extension. When in a pronated forearm
posture, extensor activity was greater than flexor activity and vice versa during supination
(Mogk & Keir, 2003). As posture changes, flexor muscles react differently, as FCR and
FCU muscle activity has shown to significantly increase by 68% and significantly decrease
by 47% when moving from 80° pronation to 80° supination, respectively (de Rugy et al.,
2012). Lastly, it was found that the optimal activation position for ECR was 20° wrist
extension, and for ED, 25° wrist flexion (Goislard de Monsabert et al., 2020). This
hypothesis will be supported if there is a significant effect of forearm posture on muscle
activity. This hypothesis is related to Research Questions #1 and #2.
2. Each muscle will display significant increases in muscle activity when the torque
direction matches the movement direction, compared to when torque opposes it.
Previous research found significant differences during each torque direction when
assessing discrete averages of muscle activity across the entire flexion or extension
movement. Forearm muscles displayed greater activity when a flexion torque direction was
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applied to the hand during wrist flexion. The reciprocal of this was found during the
extension torque direction as forearm activity was greatest during wrist extension (D. A.
Forman et al., 2020b). This hypothesis will be supported if there is a significant effect of
torque direction on each muscle’s activity during 0-50% and 50-100% of the movement
cycle during the flexor and extensor torque conditions, respectively. This hypothesis is
related to Research Questions #1 and #3.
3. Considering the task dependent nature of the wrist flexors, each flexor muscle will
show more significant differences in muscle activity throughout the ROM compared
to the extensor muscles across all forearm postures. Previous research found that flexor
MAs varied between minimum and maximum flexion angle by 45%, while extensor MAs
vary by 34%. In the same study, flexor moments varied by 14%, while extensor moments
only varied by 8% (Gonzalez et al., 1997). Research has also found that extensor activity
was significantly greater at up to 5% maximum voluntary grip (MVG) when compared to
flexor muscles, while flexor activity was significantly greater past 70% MVG (Mogk &
Keir, 2003). This was prominently found during supinated postures. This hypothesis will
be supported if there are significant differences in muscle activity across larger percentages
of the movement between conditions for flexor muscles compared to extensor muscles.
This hypothesis is related to Research Question #1.
4. Forearm supination will significantly increase biceps brachii muscle activity during
wrist flexion and forearm pronation will significantly increase triceps brachii muscle
activity during wrist extension. Previous research found that biceps brachii (BB) muscle
activity significantly increased in the wrist flexion direction compared to wrist extension,
and triceps brachii (TB) muscle activity increased in the wrist extension direction
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compared to wrist flexion (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). This hypothesis will be supported
if there is a significant effect of forearm supination on BB during wrist flexion. This will
also be supported if there is a significant effect of forearm pronation on TB muscle activity
during wrist flexion and extension. This hypothesis is related to Research Questions #1 and
#2.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter provides a review of relevant literature surrounding wrist and forearm
musculoskeletal anatomy and function, experimental techniques to measure kinematics and
muscle activity, a background on forearm muscle recruitment, and a review of tools that measure
dynamic movement. This begins by addressing the anatomy of the upper extremity with a focus
on the distal forearm segment (2.1), then a review of EMG and kinematic tracking techniques
(2.2), followed by differences between muscles in the forearm during isometric and dynamic
scenarios and ways to quantify this (2.3), and to conclude this section a background on previous
dynamic research methods (2.4).

2.1 Review of musculoskeletal anatomy
2.1.1 Skeletal anatomy
The forearm is the distal portion of the upper limb. It is composed of two long bones, the
ulna and radius. These bones are connected to the distal end of the humerus via the humeroradial
and humeroulnar joint which allow for flexion and extension at the elbow. The ulna and radius
work in tandem as they are attached via a proximal radioulnar joint, distal radioulnar joint, and a
strong, fibrous interosseous membrane (Figure 2). The ulna can be palpated from the olecranon
process along the superficial edge of the ulnar shaft to the medial side of the wrist. The radius,
located on the lateral side of the forearm, can be difficult to palpate proximally due to muscle
coverage but becomes more superficial as you move closer to the wrist where it is connected to
the hand by the radiocarpal joint. The radiocarpal joint allows for the flexion, extension, and radial
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and ulnar deviation of the wrist. The ulna and the carpal bones do not connect directly; articulation
between the forearm and the wrist is exclusive to the radiocarpal joint. The distal end of the radius
can pivot around the ulna during pronation and supination of the hand and forearm, while the ulna
remains in place. The wrist is composed of eight carpal bones, which are bound between the
metacarpals of the hand and the forearm (Biel, 2014b).
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Figure 2. Skeletal anatomy of the upper extremity (Biel, 2014b).
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2.1.2 Muscles – elbow joint
Ten forearm muscles originate on the humerus; thus, they contribute to producing an elbow
flexion moment. However, the overall contribution to elbow joint rotation is small, given a poor
mechanical advantage and small elbow flexion moment arm. The elbow has five prime movers
related to flexion and extension of the joint. The agonist muscles for flexion include biceps brachii
(BB) (Figure 3 – A), brachialis, and brachioradialis muscles, while extension is generated by the
triceps brachii (TB) (Figure 3 – B) and anconeus. The BB also flexes the glenohumeral joint and
supinates the forearm, with assistance from the brachioradialis. All these muscles originate on the
scapula and/or humerus and insert either on the radius or ulna of the forearm (Biel, 2014a).

A

B

Figure 3. Muscular anatomy of upper arm; A. Anterior view of biceps brachii, B. Posterior view
of triceps brachii (Biel, 2014a).
2.1.3 Muscles – forearm
The anterior compartment of the forearm houses larger muscles than the posterior
compartment as the flexor muscles have approximately double the physiological cross-sectional
14

area (PCSA) compared to the extensors (Formica et al., 2012) (Figure 4). Most of the flexor
muscles originate at the common flexor tendon which attaches to the medial epicondyle of the
humerus. These include the flexor carpi radialis (FCR), flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU), FDS, palmaris
longus (PL), and pronator teres (PT). The flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) and pronator
quadratus (PQ) are the only ones that originate on the anterior and medial surface of the ulna. The
insertion points are unique for most of the flexor muscles. FCR connects to the base of the second
and third metacarpal and FCU to the carpal bones and the fifth metacarpal. FDS and FDP insert
on the middle and distal second to fifth phalanges, respectively. Most of the flexor muscles
(excluding PT and PQ) perform wrist flexion. Additional actions of these muscles include wrist
abduction (FCR) and adduction (FCU), and tension of the palmar fascia (PL). The FDS and FDP
are the muscles that lie deep in the anterior compartment, and both are involved in flexion of the
second to fifth phalanges. PT and PQ both insert on the anterior surface of the radius (middle and
distal surface, respectively) and are agonists to pronation of the radioulnar joints (Biel, 2014b).
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Figure 4. Muscular anatomy of forearm (anterior compartment) (Biel, 2014b).
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The extensor muscles make up the posterior surface of the forearm (Figure 5). The extensor
carpi radialis (ECR), extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU), and ED all originate at the common extensor
tendon inserting on the lateral epicondyle of the humerus. The insertion points for ECR and ECU
are located on the base of the second, third, and fifth metacarpal, and ED inserts at the base of the
phalanges (second to fifth). While all these muscles extend the wrist, ECR abducts, and ECU
adducts the wrist. The ED may be a synergist to wrist extension, but its main function is extending
the respective fingers to its insertion points. The extensor indicis is the one wrist extensor that does
not cross the elbow joint, originating on the posterior distal shaft of the ulna and inserting on and
providing extension and adduction of the second metacarpal (Biel, 2014b).
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Figure 5. Muscular anatomy of forearm (posterior component) (Biel, 2014b).
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2.2 Review of relevant experimental techniques
2.2.1 Surface EMG
To quantify the function of muscles during a task, surface EMG can be used to record the
electrical activity. Before understanding how the retrieval of the signal happens, the process of
activating muscle fibers should be reviewed. A muscle is composed of multitudes of muscle fibers
that can be innervated by the CNS to contract in the body. This is done by the interaction of muscle
fibers with its respective motoneurons, known as a motor unit. Each motoneuron can innervate a
selection of muscle fibers, and each fiber can have multiple motoneurons. For a muscle to activate
and generate force, a motor unit action potential (MUAP) is required to move down the axon of
the motoneuron to its respective muscle fibers. As the muscle fiber action potential (MFAP)
propagates down the fiber, the electrical current will activate contractile proteins in the muscle
fiber to produce a force (Kamen & Gabriel, 2010).
To collect this electrical signal, surface electrodes that contain conductive metal plates and
gel are attached to the skin by an adhesive foam. The electrodes record extracellular currents
through the skin that reflect the underlying MFAPs (combined to form an M-wave) passing across
the muscle fiber. This electrical signal is then transduced to the pre-amplifier and amplifier to
produce a magnified version of the signal that is recorded and processed. The EMG signal depends
on the requirements of a muscle during an action. As the muscular demands increase, more and
larger motor units are recruited. The more fibers that are involved create greater muscle activity
and this is visible through EMG as the MFAPs summate and increase the amplitude of the signal
collected. The frequency of innervation for each muscle fiber can also summate MFAPs at a faster
rate and allow for the muscle to remain activated for a longer duration (Kamen & Gabriel, 2010).
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The signal that is collected is stored on an oscilloscope with the data points reflecting the
sum of MUAPs. This is considered raw EMG and encompasses all electrical currents that were
emitted during the recording process. Signals not from the target muscle fibers, or noise, can
infiltrate EMG and contaminate these data. To combat this, filters must be applied that will select
the desired frequency spectrum to reduce noise while minimizing any distortion of the target
signals (Drake & Callaghan, 2006). Low-pass filters can be applied to the signal to specifically
target superficial muscles and avoid crosstalk from deeper muscles lying underneath. To help
decontaminate the signal, shaving and cleaning of the surface using abrasive gels and isopropyl
alcohol wipes remove unwanted hair, oils, and dead skin (Kamen & Gabriel, 2010).
EMG is considered the most reliable tool to measure muscle activity and sEMG is
appealing as it is non-invasive and requires less training and set up than indwelling methods
(Hackett et al., 2014). The forearm is a difficult area of the body to place electrodes due to the
small surface area of each muscle along with closely bordering muscles. A bipolar electrode
configuration is used on the muscle belly and has been shown to minimize potential cross-talk
when the electrode is placed at the motor point with one adjacent and in series with the muscle
fibers (Green et al., 2015).
2.2.2 Kinematic tracking
To assess a person during a distal extremity manipulation task, there needs to be a seamless
interaction between the user and the device in question. The use of end-effector-based systems
allows the wrist to adapt to constant or perturbed forces. The Wristbot (Istituto Italiano di
Tecnologia, Genoa, Italy) is a wrist end-point manipulandum that allows active and passive
movement throughout three DoF (± 62° wrist flexion/extension, ± 40/45° ulnar/radial deviation,
and ± 60° forearm supination/pronation) with active assistive and resistive torque capability to
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interact with the user via the handle (Figure 6) (Iandolo et al., 2019; Masia et al., 2009). The
manipulandum is driven by brushless motors for each DoF and have the ability to control the backdriving torque to adjust the friction in the system (Nef & Lum, 2009). The advantage of these
motors is to provide a controlled environment by negating gravity and minimizing friction through
the application of constant torques.

Figure 6. User perspective of the Wristbot illustrating the location of the handle, torque motors,
and forearm support surface.
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Tracking tasks are goal-oriented and the motivation to replicate the target’s position
attempts to reproduce similar results between subjects. The Wristbot can synchronize the
movements of the handle with a tracer identical to the tracking target on the display monitor to
provide feedback on the participant’s actions. The path of the target can be programmed to a
desired route dependent on that objective of the task. As the target follows its route, the handle can
control the tracer position to overlap the centroids of both objects as mentioned prior. The position
of both the tracer and target can be monitored via a position-time graph to determine the relation
between both paths (Figure 10C: D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). This tool has the ability to control
variables such as speed and direction of the tracking task which was utilized during this study.
Previous research has used this device to assess age-related declines in proprioception and
hand-eye coordination (Marini et al., 2019), pediatric rehabilitation with neurological damages as
a result of hemiparesis and stroke (Marini et al., 2015, 2017), influences of local muscle fatigue
on proprioception (Mugnosso et al., 2019), and sudden perturbations on dynamic wrist movement
(G. N. Forman et al., 2020).

2.3 Forearm muscle recruitment
2.3.1 Anatomical differences between the wrist flexors and wrist extensors
Factors that influence the ability to produce a maximum moment includes a muscle’s
PCSA, MA, and activation (Gonzalez et al., 1997). As previously stated, the anterior compartment
of the forearm provides a greater capacity for the flexor muscles as their collective PCSAs are
significantly larger than the wrist extensors (Formica et al., 2012; Gonzalez et al., 1997; Lieber,
1993). Increasing muscle mass leads to increased force and tension when controlling for muscle
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fiber length and pennation angle (Lieber, 1993). Along with their size, the MA of the muscle
groups vary. The MA of a muscle is altered relative to the angle of the wrist. The forearm muscle
groups were compared by cross-product of muscle PCSA and MA, and the flexor muscles (32
cm3) were greater than the extensor muscles (14 cm3). When using the same method the flexors
had 11% greater difference between minimum and maximum moment than the extensors
(Gonzalez et al., 1997). While this change may be partly due to PCSA, the variation in values as
posture changed the MA gives reason to believe that it also impacts the max moment that a muscle
can produce.
2.3.2 Muscle lines of action
The LoA determines what fraction of the applied force produced by a muscle goes towards
the rotation of the limb in a given direction. The insertion point of the muscle is the location where
the force rotates the limb and this alters the LoA relative to the position of the muscle origin
(Ackland & Pandy, 2009). The LoA is measured from the insertion point back to the nearest
quantifiable point of contact along the muscle (Jaeger et al., 2012). The optimal position for a
muscle’s LoA is when it is orthogonal to the rotating body segment that the moment acts on (Song
et al., 2020). Musculoskeletal modeling software can be used to estimate these LoA by identifying
anatomical landmarks on the bones, and the muscle insertion and origin locations (Gonzalez et al.,
1997).
2.3.3 Influence of posture on force and forearm muscle activity
As the wrist moves through its full ROM, the muscles inserting on the hand shorten and
lengthen depending on the specific posture. These changes in muscle length can have substantial
impact on moment generation capacity (Goislard de Monsabert et al., 2020). Force has been shown
to be a function of muscle length (Claudon, 1998) and every muscle has an optimal length that
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maximizes the force capacity of that muscle. This idea comes from the length-tension relationship
during isometric contractions where tension is dependent on the overlap of myosin and actin
myofilaments in the muscle. Optimal length is considered to be when maximum overlap of these
contractile proteins occurs and as the fiber moves away from this position the ability to produce
force decreases (Lieber, 1993). Wrist extensors typically have these optimal lengths at the plateau
of the sarcomere length-tension curve (a more neutral position), while flexors were primarily on
the ascending phase near the plateau region (during wrist flexion) (Loren et al., 1996). There has
been conflicted findings as FDS and ED have shown greater muscle activity with an increase in
muscle length (D. A. Forman et al., 2020a). Force estimation studies have shown that the ascending
phase of the sarcomere length-tension curve produces greater error and lower force capabilities for
the FCR (Hauraix et al., 2018). Wrist position is not the only factor that can affect muscle length.
Forearm supination and pronation postures decreased muscle activity in the ECU, BB, and TB (D.
A. Forman et al., 2020a, 2020b). During maximum flexion, neutral, mid-range extension, and
maximum extension positions, supination of the forearm also displayed greater maximum grip
force (214 ± 62 N, 305 ± 54 N, 333 ± 65 N, and 309 ± 74 N, respectively) compared to pronation
(188 ± 49 N, 254 ± 54 N, 283 ± 45 N, and 279 ± 51 N, respectively). Neutral and supinated postures
showed no significant difference (Claudon, 1998). The orientation of proximal body segments has
shown to influence grip strength. When the elbow joint angle is positioned at 135° compared to 90
and 180°, significantly different peak grip strength measurements are produced (Kattel et al.,
1996). A major factor of a muscle’s torque is its respective MA. As the wrist moves through flexion
and extension during a neutral, supinated, or pronated posture, the MA changes (Figure 7) (Ramsay
et al., 2009). The change varies to a degree, but similar trends are seen between models. Extensor
muscle MAs are smallest during wrist flexion for the ECR muscles and increase in a linear fashion
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as the wrist moves towards extension, while flexor muscle MAs contrarily increase as the wrist
moves from extension to flexion. Not all flexor muscles’ MA follow identical patterns as each MA
is independent to its own muscle’s position. The FCR MA is greatest during ulnar deviation, while
the FCU’s greatest MA is during radial deviation (Loren et al., 1996). Muscle activity, force
generation capacity, and grip strength are all impacted by the change in muscle length and MA as
the wrist and forearm move through their respective DoFs.

Figure 7. Wrist flexion and extension MA ranges (mm) compared to previous literature (black).
Model of wrist movements including non-neutral forearm postures (supination/pronation).
Positive and negative values correspond with wrist flexion and extension, respectively (Ramsay,
et al., 2009).
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2.3.4 Isometric versus dynamic contractions
Changes in muscle length have a significant effect on the output of muscles during a task.
In reality, few tasks are performed in a completely static position, emphasizing the need to compare
muscle outputs at different postures (altering muscle lengths) during isometric and dynamic
contractions. Neutral postures have shown to be optimal for force generation capacity during
isometric contractions, especially when looking at the FDS and ED (Claudon, 1998; Lieber, 2018).
When monitoring EMG amplitude between a neutral posture MVC and concentric contractions
using subject-specific maximal concentric loads, the difference was insignificant. Using the same
method to derive eccentric maximal load, the eccentric contraction elicited significantly lower
muscle activity than both contractions (73% of concentric max) indicating lower force generation
capacity (Valle & Thomas, 2005). Co-contraction values in a wrist flexion/extension task indicated
antagonistic pairs of the forearm consistently produced larger ratios in wrist flexion. During wrist
extension, extensor muscle activation is 3.13 times greater relative to the flexors. Wrist extensors
continue to have 2.28 times greater activation than the flexors when stabilizing wrist flexion (D.
A. Forman et al., 2020b). Thus, extensor muscles are not capable of the force generation capacity
compared to the flexors, while required to consistently activate at greater levels whether acting as
the agonist or antagonist in the movement.
With most research coming from isometric measurements, it is essential to understand how
this information is related to movement. Isometric and dynamic forearm muscle activity data are
consistent across findings that the extensors are required to activate to a much greater percentage
of their MVC during flexion (D. A. Forman et al., 2019, 2020b). The dynamic co-contraction
research is based off an average of wrist flexion and wrist extension as separate movements. Thus,
highlighting the importance of understanding the role of each muscle throughout the entire
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movement instead of it seen as a constant involvement of all muscles. Dynamic wrist movement
research is sparce, and this information is based off an average which may describe the contribution
of each muscle but does not allow the researcher to make inferences regarding muscle recruitment
patterns throughout a movement.
2.3.5 Muscle recruitment patterns
Motor unit recruitment occurs from smallest to largest units and the sequence of
deactivation of these units occurs in the reverse order. Larger muscles rely on the ability to recruit
new motor units even past 80% exerted muscle force, whereas smaller muscles increase the firing
rate of motor units (Kamen & Gabriel, 2010). Previous research identified that during neutral
gripping posture, the ED has greater muscle activity than FDS during 20% MVC, while during
100% MVC FDS had a much greater EMG amplitude (Claudon, 1998). Depending on the intensity
of the task and the position of the wrist, specific muscles may have a larger role in that movement.
The amount of resistance can affect whether specific muscle fiber types are being recruited. Slow
twitch muscle fibers are targeted during lower resistance activities than can be performed at a faster
pace, while fast twitch fibers are utilized during the opposite scenario. Muscle fiber composition
can vary depending on the role of the muscle and how a muscle is trained, having a significant
impact on performance. Concurrent strength and endurance training has been shown to increase
and decrease the percentage of Type IIA and IIX fibers, respectively, while improving endurance
performance by 8% (Aagaard et al., 2011; Marquez et al., 2009). Muscles associated with tonic
responses similar to sustaining handgrip are composed of roughly 80% Type I fibers, this value
specifically associated with adductor pollicis. Muscles that are typically responsible for phasic
responses that react much faster have a greater percentage of Type II fibers. For instance, BB has
a composition ratio of 37.5% Type I to Type II fibers (Johnson & Polgar, 1973). Due to the small
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database on muscle recruitment patterns during dynamic wrist movement, further investigation is
required.

2.4 Kinematic measurement techniques
Due to the wide variety of movements and tasks that can be performed dynamically, many
different tools are used that benefit the collection of specific dependent variables. While some
tools may seem trivial compared to other options, differences in cost, expertise, and the complexity
of the measurement gives significance to each of these referred to within this section.
2.4.1 Goniometers and potentiometers
Electrical goniometry and potentiometry methods are used to analyze dynamic movements
of isolated joint angle measurements by tracking joint angle changes over time. The electrical
goniometer can be attached to a target joint’s surrounding segments in a non-invasive manner to
measure movement end-ranges during a countermovement jump (Marquez et al., 2009). The
potentiometer is attached to the fulcrum of the joint to measure change in joint position (Valle &
Thomas, 2005). The rate at which the joint angle changes can also be controlled by simultaneously
matching the sweep speed of an oscilloscope which can be used to avoid large differences in
muscle recruitment patterns and EMG amplitudes (Marquez et al., 2009; Valle & Thomas, 2005).
2.4.2 Motion capture
Motion capture systems are a popular method for collecting dynamic motion, but tend to
be a time constraint when collecting data (Chiu & Dæhlin, 2020). Adhesive markers are placed on
specific bony landmarks to continuously define body orientation while within the cameras’ capture
space. This non-invasive system has a wide variety of uses, including the measurement of multiple
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joint angles about their respective estimated joint centers, angular velocity, cadence, stride length,
among others, all within a single capture sequence. Muscle activity is temporally synchronized
with the kinematic data through their associated computer programs like VICON and Optotrak.
Previous research has focused on averaging EMG of each muscle over the entire movement or a
partitioned movement relative to cycle duration (Carson & Riek, 2001; Cook et al., 2004; Damiano
et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2015).
2.4.3 Robotics
Dynamic movements can also be measured through the manipulation of robotic equipment.
Specifically, at the wrist the articulation of a handle can interact with a cursor on a display that
reflects change in wrist joint angle. By following a target, the angular velocity and ROM can be
controlled similarly to the first method. The temporal synchronization of the position data and the
muscle activity data can provide details on how certain muscles are involved during different wrist
flexion and extension (D. A. Forman et al., 2020a, 2020b; Formica et al., 2012).
2.4.4 Inertial measurement units (IMU)
Another useful tool are IMUs that measure the orientation of objects in space.
Accelerometers and gyroscopes are typical examples of these as velocity and angular velocity,
respectively, are measured by relating velocities to its time-derivative. The versatility of these
devices allows a person to measure fine and gross motor human movements as different models
collect data at various frequency ranges. Both, in vivo and in situ are possible as their wireless,
portable designs are highly advantageous to make use of its many purposes, while still being
budget-friendly and easy to use (Kang & Gross, 2016; Pascuito et al., 2015). Previous research has
used IMUs in research-based settings to monitor the stability of the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae
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during trunk movement (Beange et al., 2019) and field-based sports settings like analyzing
skateboarding skills to reduce injury (Hu et al., 2021).

2.5 EMG analysis techniques – discrete average vs. waveform analysis
When determining how to analyze EMG data, it is important to choose the method that
best answers the intended research questions. Research has targeted isometric contractions to
understand muscle activation in a controlled manner, while reducing EMG contamination and
working within the limitations of available technology. As research shifts towards a more dynamic
approach to understand kinematics, the analysis techniques must also adjust. Dynamic contractions
can be compared to isometric findings to determine whether muscle recruitment patterns remain
the same and how an increase in movement complexity may impact the interaction of adjacent
muscle groups.
2.5.1 Discrete average analysis
Isometric contractions are typically analyzed by obtaining a single muscle activity value
that either represents an average of multiple trials or a maximum/minimum recorded for a given
task. This is considered a discrete measurement and, apart from calculated variance, would provide
limited context to the action. Discrepancy exists in terms of window size for obtaining average
activity over the duration of a contraction. Of course, signal processing techniques, reporting raw
voltages or normalization methods will also influence the outcome or interpretation of discrete
measures. During dynamic contractions, popular methods of analysis in biomechanical research
resort to the use of discrete analysis, whether that involves recording one value during the
movement as the outcome measure or averaging the overall change in muscle length, joint angle,
force, joint stiffness, or EMG, among others (Claudon, 1998; Damiano et al., 2000; Duque et al.,
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1995; D. A. Forman et al., 2020a, 2020b; G. N. Forman et al., 2020; Franklin & Milner, 2003;
Mogk & Keir, 2003). This information, while useful, are specific to the research design and could
potentially increase type II error if improperly used (Robinson et al., 2015).
2.5.2 Waveform analysis
Averaging a muscle’s activity over a whole movement could result in an ill-representation
of muscle activity when looking at a curvilinear waveform. Resorting to one value would dilute
the narrative as to how the muscle’s involvement in the action changes throughout a movement.
To ensure that recorded data include all essential information from a task, sampling frequencies
are intentionally far greater than the maximum frequency of human movement (Derrick et al.,
2014). This results in waveforms containing vast numbers of data that represent continuous data.
Waveform analysis takes this continuous data and extracts discrete values that fit to defined time
points. Doing so would decrease the number of time points while maintaining the corresponding
data required for the intended analysis. When this technique is performed over multiple trials,
comparisons between concurrent mean values can be analyzed for any variance throughout the
entire sample data.
Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) is an example of waveform analysis that has been
validated for multi-dimensional experimental data (Worsley et al., 2004). This technique uses
Random Field Theory (RFT) to help control family-wise error, an issue during a multiple
comparison analysis. A Bonferroni correction treats each data point as an independent observation,
which would be too conservative of a method, significantly reducing statistical power. RFT
estimates the number of independent observations, or smoothness, by using parameters from the
data to construct random waveforms based on a normal distribution. From those waveforms,
maximum statistics are extracted to calculate the new alpha threshold that is applied to the original
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data (Friston et al., 2007). SPM has been used to analyze cerebral blood flow and fMRI images
(Friston et al., 1991; Worsley et al., 1992) and more recently used to monitor kinetic and kinematic
differences during full movement cycles of specific body segments (Beange et al., 2019; Whyte et
al., 2018).
When parametric assumptions are violated, statistical non-parametric mapping (SnPM) can
be used to control family-wise error. In a similar fashion to RFT, the smoothness is estimated using
Permutation Testing which assumes there are no difference between experimental conditions or
groups. With this, the exchangeability of data labels within conditions or groups allows for each
possible permutation to be run to find maximum statistics to calculate a new alpha threshold for
the original data (Nichols & Holmes, 2001). When comparing SPM and SnPM outputs, results
have been found to be statistically equivalent to each other (Pataky et al., 2015; Robinson et al.,
2015). The benefit of SPM is the low computational demand, while SnPM does not depend on a
normal distribution within the data (Pataky et al., 2015).
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Chapter 3: Study
This study had human participants perform a target tracking task using a wrist
manipulandum during a three-hour single-session collection. Wrist flexion and extension
movements were performed while positioned in either a neutral, pronated, or supinated forearm
posture, while the robot applied a wrist flexion or extension torque constraint during the trial. Postcollection data processing and analysis was quantified using SnPM on normalized muscle activity
from eight muscles of the upper limb to compare normalized time points throughout the movement
cycle.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants
Twelve male students (11 right-handed, 1 left-handed; Age: 23.8 ± 3.1 years; Height: 176.4
± 6.5 cm; Weight: 75.4 ± 9.0 kg) from Brock University enrolled in either undergraduate or
graduate studies participated in this study. Written consent was obtained from all participants, and
all were screened for any upper body neuromuscular injuries prior to collection. The data used in
this study was approved by the Brock University Research Ethics Board (REB# 16-263)
(Appendix) and the University of Ontario Institute of Technology Research Ethics Board (REB#
15044).
3.1.2 Experimental design
Participants took part in a 2 x 3 (two torque directions, three forearm postures) repeated
measures design of a wrist flexion/extension task over a single collection session (Figure 8). After
being introduced to the study, the forearm and upper arm were prepared for electrode placement
and then electrodes were placed on the surface over targeted muscle bellies. Participants were then
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seated at the first station where a force transducer (Model: BG 500, Mark-10 Corporation, New
York, USA) was used to measure two maximal wrist extension trials. With rest between each
contraction, the largest force was recorded and used to determine the torque magnitude for
subsequent trials (Figure 9). The transducer was mounted on a table with the load cell parallel to
the tabletop where force could be applied against laterally. The participant’s ulnar surface of their
forearm was relaxed on the table and the posterior surface with the head of the metacarpals (closed
hand) in contact with the load cell. The MA required to calculate maximum extension moment
was measured from the wrist crease to the center of the transducer. Participants were then seated
at the Wristbot where their dominant forearm was supported in the device to allow for isolated
wrist actions while gripping the handle distal to the arm rest (Figure 10 – A: D. A. Forman et al.,
2020b). Manual alignment of the wrist joint center (crease) to the radial and ulnar deviation axes
of rotation visible on the Wristbot were required as a reference point for each trial’s starting
position. A goniometer measured the upper limb prior to collection as participants were positioned
comfortably to manipulate the device (elbow extension:139.7 ± 5.3°; shoulder flexion: 22.3 ± 4.5°;
shoulder external rotation: 24.2 ± 4.9°). The grasp distance as defined by the distance from wrist
crease to the middle of the Wristbot handle was also measured for each subject (7.1 ± 0.5 cm).
Angular velocity was controlled by a monitor that displayed a circular target that would oscillate
in the flexion/extension direction at a designated pace deemed comfortable to match during all
trials (40°/s or 4 s/complete repetition) (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). Participants were asked to
match the target’s movements as closely as possible by overlapping an identically-sized circle that
would reflect the actual movement of the handle (Figure 10 – B: D. A. Forman et al., 2020b).
Postural changes were accomplished by implementing forearm pronation and supination
conditions. In these conditions, the Wristbot could negate external forces caused by gravity as the
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device handle rotated. The device allowed for a state of free motion with minimal friction, and
interference from inertia and stiffness through the same programmable applied torques. Handle
angular position and muscle activity were synchronized. After completion of all trials, participants
returned to the first station where a concluding maximal wrist extension trial was performed.

Figure 8. Experimental collection protocol that was implemented during this study (left to right)
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Figure 9. Force transducer setup used to measure maximum wrist extension.
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Figure 10. Depiction of a participant interacting with the manipulandum. A. The forearm
positioned comfortably on the armrest while gripping the handle. B. The display giving visual
feedback on the tracing task. C. An example of a position-time graph representing the target (solid
line) and the participant-controlled circle (dotted line) (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b).

Six conditions were performed (three postures x two torque directions) in a random order.
During each condition, six full repetitions (40° flexion and extension movements) were completed
followed by a two-minute break between trials to minimize fatigue. After the experimental trials,
the participants performed a post-experiment wrist extension MVC to determine if fatigue was
present within the collection.
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3.1.3 Independent variables
Torque was applied to the handle of the Wristbot in either the flexion or extension direction,
producing either a resistance force for the flexion or extension phase of the motion. These
conditions were classified relative to the agonist muscles resisting the torque. For example, during
a torque that moves the wrist into extension, agonist muscles refer to the wrist flexion muscles that
oppose the external torque throughout the entire extension phase of the movement. The magnitude
of the torque was set to 15% of the participants maximum isometric wrist extension torque
(recorded at the beginning of the experiment). This magnitude was selected to ensure that the
torque would be large enough to impact muscle recruitment, while avoiding potential for fatigue
throughout the experiment. Three forearm postures were implemented separately for each torque
direction. Participants were aligned in a neutral, 30° pronated, or 30° supinated forearm orientation
prior to the start of the task (Figure 11). These forearm postures were selected to avoid interference
with end-ranges during motion. The flexion and extension movement would continue to follow
the movement about the transverse axis of the wrist joint. The conditions throughout the study
were assigned in a random order to each participant.
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Figure 11. Forearm pronation posture while moving into wrist extension against a flexion torque
applied by the Wristbot. The prime movers are identified relative to the muscle action that
opposes the torque direction.

3.1.4 Dependent variables
The surface of the skin over the target muscles was prepared by shaving the site with a
disposable razor and cleaning with isopropyl alcohol wipes. Surface electrode pairs (Blue Sensor,
Ambu A/S, Denmark) were placed over the muscle belly parallel to the muscle fiber orientation
(2.5 cm inter-electrode distance) using guidance from the literature (Mogk & Keir, 2003).
Following electrode placement, for each muscle, MVCs were performed to determine the maximal
voluntary excitation (MVE) of the respective muscle. These contractions were carried out through
targeted manual resistance provided by the researchers specific to each individual muscle (Table
1: D. A. Forman et al., 2019). sEMG was used to measure muscle activity from eight muscles
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(FCR, FCU, FDS, ECR, ECU, ED, BB, and TB) on the participants’ dominant arm, across all
conditions. EMG data were band-pass filtered at 10-1000 Hz, differentially amplified (CMRR >
100 dB at 60 Hz; input impedance ~ 10 GΩ; AMT-8, Bortec Biomedical Ltd. Calgary, AB,
Canada), and sampled at 2000 Hz (USB-6229 BNC, National Instruments). Maximum wrist
extension force was recorded manually from the visual display on the force transducer. Kinematic
data from the Wristbot was sampled at 100 Hz and synchronized with EMG via a digital trigger.

Table 1. Manual resistance techniques to isolate the target muscles during MVCs (D. A. Forman
et al., 2020b).
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3.2 Data analysis and statistics
This study collected kinematic tracking data from the manipulandum, synchronized with
EMG recorded throughout each condition. Overlaying kinematic and EMG data that occurred
simultaneously provided necessary context that associated muscle activity with its respective wrist
joint position. The data were analyzed using Matlab 2021 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
EMG data were full-wave rectified, digitally low-pass filtered (Butterworth, dual pass, 2nd order,
3 Hz cut-off) and normalized to each muscle’s respective MVE as a percentage of their MVC.
Kinematic data were normalized relative to peak angular wrist extension position to denote each
repetition. The starting position of the wrist flexion movement was measured from maximum wrist
extension (0% movement cycle). The hand then moved through its ROM for the task as participants
tried to match 40° wrist flexion (50% movement cycle) and return to 40° wrist extension (100%
movement cycle). The first complete repetition (position at 100% movement cycle) would be the
same position for 0% (the start) of the second repetition (Figure 12). While participants attempted
to match the on-screen target as closely as possible, slight variations in the position at maximum
flexion and extension occurred. The maximum ROM for each repetition was used to normalize
each repetition’s position to 100% movement cycle, which allowed for the coinciding muscle
activity to be averaged across repetitions for statistical implications. The middle three repetitions
were used, beginning at the second instance of full wrist extension, to ensure constant cyclical
motion was assessed during the trial. Also, the first 1.5 repetitions of each trial were ignored during
analysis to account for a delayed reaction at the start of each trial, along with any warm-up
decrement that could have occurred (Ajemian et al., 2010).
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Figure 12. Breakdown of how each repetition was defined based on attempting to match wrist
position to the on-screen target. A. Starting from extension moving to flexion (0-50% movement
cycle) B. From flexion to extension (50-100% movement cycle).
SnPM was used to assess the whole time-series of mean EMG data collected across the
identified repetitions for each condition. This was performed using ‘spm1D’, an open source
software package that provided one-dimensional analysis for SnPM (Pataky, 2012). The Matlab
source code predicted the alpha critical value (α= 0.05) using Random Field Theory in a
multivariate one-dimensional model with random data to make inferences within experimental
data (Pataky et al., 2017). The random data generated a gaussian distribution based on random
waveforms within the bounds of these data (domain, frequency, amplitude, and mean). The critical
value is set to distinguish where 5% of the data would exceed the critical threshold resulting in the
significant suprathreshold clusters.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine the range (% movement
cycle) where a significant main effect occurred (p=0.05, one-tailed) when investigating posture,
torque direction, and interaction of the conditions on muscle activity. T-tests were used during
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post-hoc analyses for significant main effects to determine the direction of significance (p=0.05,
two-tailed) for each independent variable for simple main effects or each condition for simple
interaction effects for the appropriate muscles. For muscles that reported interaction effects, the
time-domain not involved in the interaction were considered for simple main effects for posture
and torque direction as tests are conducted separately at each discrete time-point. Alpha-corrected
p-values were computed from a base p-value less than 0.05 during the permutation test based on
each comparison to control type I error (Nichols & Holmes, 2001). A Chi-square Goodness of Fit
Test was used to determine that the data was not normally distributed. Sphericity was assumed
within the study and significance values close to alpha should be considered a potential type I error
(Pataky, 2021), which is why p≤0.01 was addressed during the results and discussion of the paper.

3.3 Results
Waveform analysis was performed on forearm muscle activity from twelve subjects
performing a controlled wrist flexion and extension task. Levels of posture included neutral (N),
pronated (P), and supinated (S). Levels of torque direction included resisted wrist extension (E)
and resisted wrist flexion (F). Conditions for interaction effects were annotated in combinations of
one posture and one torque direction. The FCR and TB were found to have a significant interaction
effect between independent variables and will therefore be excluded from main effects within those
significant interaction domains at each independent variable (Table 2, 3). Table 2 summarizes the
main effects and interactions across each muscle.
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Table 2. SnPM main effects across each muscle and interaction. Range identifies where there was
significance in the movement cycle. Post-hoc analyses determined the specific differences between
each level of each variable. p=0.01 (*), p=0.02 (**), and p=0.03 (***).

Torque

Torque

Torque

Torque

Torque

Torque

Torque

Torque

3.3.1 Posture
Posture had a significant main effect on all muscles, excluding TB, during the flexionextension task (Table 2, Figure 13 and 14). While ignoring the significant interaction, FCR showed
greater activation during 18-21% (p=0.01) of the movement cycle when the forearm is supinated
compared to a neutral posture. Also, the FCR had greater activation during 54-56% (p=0.01) of
the movement cycle when in the neutral posture compared to pronation (Figure 15 – A). FDS
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displayed greater muscle activity during supination compared to neutral at 16-17% (p=0.01) of the
movement cycle, while the pronated and supinated postures had less muscle activity than in neutral
during 51-64% and 51-66% of the movement cycle, respectively (p=0.01) (Figure 15 – B). The
FCU showed less activity during pronation and supination than in neutral at 51-70% and 52-70%
of the movement cycle, respectively (p=0.01) (Figure 15 – C). ECR, ED, and ECU all had less
muscle activity during pronation and supination compared to neutral within 7-23%, 4-24%, and 228% of the movement cycle, respectively (p=0.01) (Figure 16 – A, B, C). BB displayed less
activity during pronation relative to neutral at 26-39% of the movement cycle (p=0.01), while a
supinated posture elicited greater activity compared to both neutral and pronated postures between
7-39% (p=0.01) (Figure 17).
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Figure 13. Two-tailed SnPM analyses determined simple main effects for each forearm muscle
for each forearm posture condition across the full movement cycle (0-100% of sample data). The
difference between means is displayed as variable 1 relative to variable 2. The horizontal grey line
represents zero difference between the time points’ means. The upper threshold and lower

threshold (dashed red lines) refer to significantly greater and less activity of variable 1 to 2,
respectively, which is emphasized by the grey-shaded area. A) FCR: N vs. P, B) FCR: N vs. S, C)
FDS: N vs. P, D) FDS: N vs. S, E) FDS: N vs. S, F) FCU: N vs. P, G) ECR: N vs. P, H) ED: N vs.
P, I) ECU: N vs. P, J) ECR: N vs. S, K) ECU: N vs. S, and L) ED: N vs. S.

A
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Figure 14. Two-tailed SnPM analyses determined simple main effects for the BB (TB was
excluded from simple main effects) muscle for each forearm posture across the full movement
cycle (0-100% of sample data). The difference between means is displayed as variable 1 relative

to variable 2. The horizontal grey line represents zero difference between the time points’ means.
The upper threshold and lower threshold (dashed red lines) refer to significantly greater and less
activity of variable 1 to 2, respectively, which is emphasized by the grey-shaded area. A) BB: N
vs. P, B) BB: N vs. S, C) BB: P vs. S.
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Figure 15. Mean normalized EMG of the wrist flexor muscles during each posture (% MVC).
Highlighted areas (white) represent significant differences between each level of posture. Black
line: neutral forearm posture, red line: pronated forearm posture, blue line: supinated forearm
posture. A) FCR, B) FDS, C) FCU. Post-hoc figures may not align with the above figures as post-

hoc analysis domains of significance must also fall within the simple main effect domain. Refer to
Table 2 for greater post-hoc detail.
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Figure 16. Mean normalized EMG of extensor muscles during each posture. Highlighted areas
(white) represent significant differences between each level of posture. Black lines: neutral
forearm posture, red lines: pronated forearm posture, blue lines: supinated forearm posture. A)
ECR, B) ED, and C) ECU. Refer to Table 2 for greater post-hoc detail.
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Figure 17. Mean normalized EMG of the BB muscle during each posture. Highlighted areas
(white) represent significant differences between each level of posture. The vertical line at
timepoint 26 is used to identify the beginning of the “N > P” significance domain and can be
ignored for “S > N/P”. Black line: neutral forearm posture, red line: pronated forearm posture, blue
line: supinated forearm posture. Refer to Table 2 for greater post-hoc detail.
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3.3.2 Torque direction
Torque direction had a significant main effect on all muscles during the task, except TB
(Table 2, Figure 18). Outside of the bounds of the interaction effect (56-75%), FCR displayed
greater activation during the flexion torque compared to the extension torque for the whole
movement (p=0.01) (Figure 19 – A). Similarly, flexion torque elicited increased activity in FDS
during 0-5%, 9-81%, and 93-100% (Figure 19 – B), and FCU during 22-51% of the movement
cycle (p=0.01) (Figure 19 – C). Wrist extensor muscles displayed an opposite outcome as the
extension torque elicited greater muscle activity for ECR between 9-12%, ED between 0-26% and
58-100%, and ECU between 0-30% and 70-100% of the movement cycle (p=0.01) (Figure 20).
BB activation aligned with the flexor muscles as greater activity occurred during the extension
torque conditions at 25-50% of the movement cycle (p=0.01) (Figure 21).
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Figure 18. Two-tailed SnPM analyses determined simple main effects for each muscle relative to
torque direction across the full movement cycle (0-100% of sample data). The difference between
means is displayed as variable 1 relative to variable 2. The horizontal grey line represents zero
difference between the time points’ means. The upper threshold and lower threshold (dashed red
lines) refer to significantly greater and less activity of variable 1 to 2, respectively, which is
emphasized by the grey-shaded area. A) FCR: E vs. F, B) FDS: E vs. F, C) FCU: E vs. F, D) ECR:
E vs. F, E) ED: E vs. F, F) ECU: E vs. F, and G) BB: E vs. F.
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Figure 19. Mean normalized EMG of flexor muscles during each torque direction. Highlighted
areas (white) represent significant differences between each level of torque direction. Post-hoc
figures may not align with the above figures as post-hoc analysis domains of significance must
also fall within the simple main effect domain. Refer to Table 2 for greater detail.
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Figure 20. Mean normalized EMG of extensors muscles during each torque direction. Highlighted
areas (white) represent significant differences between each level of torque direction. Red lines:
extension torque, blue lines: flexion torque. A) ECR, B) ED, C) ECU. Refer to Table 2 for greater
post-hoc detail.
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Figure 21. Mean normalized EMG of the BB muscle during each torque direction. Highlighted
areas (white) represent significant differences between each level of torque direction. Red lines:
extension torque, blue lines: flexion torque. Refer to Table 2 for greater post-hoc detail.
3.3.3 Interaction of independent variables
The FCR displayed a significant interaction effect between the range of 56-75% of the
movement cycle. The SnPM post-hoc analysis denoted the specific ranges of differences between
each condition for FCR and TB (Figure 22, 24). The neutral-flexion condition displayed greater
muscle activity compared to neutral-extension, pronated-extension, and supinated-extension for
the full significance range of the interaction (p=0.01) (Figure 23 – A, B, D). The same trend was
found for neutral-flexion compared to pronated-flexion, and supinated-flexion, but from 58-70%
and 57-73% of the movement cycle instead (p=0.01) (Figure 23 – C, E). Pronated-flexion and
supinated-flexion were found to have greater muscle activity compared to supinated-extension
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between 61-75% (p=0.01), and 60-61% and at 74% (p=0.03) of the movement cycle (Figure 23 –
G, H).

Table 3. SnPM post-hoc analyses for muscles with interaction main effect significance. All data
was organized relative to variable 2 and determined as significantly lesser activity (column 4) or
significantly greater activity (column 5). Ranges of significance are noted (column 1) which

coincide with relevant data within the cells (green cells). Significant data found outside of the
interaction effect domain were considered for simple main effects (white cells or alongside
relevant data within green cells). p=0.01 (*), p=0.02 (**), and p=0.03 (***)
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Figure 22. Two-tailed SnPM post-hoc analyses were used for FCR relative to the compared
conditions across the full movement cycle (0-100% of sample data). The difference between means
is displayed as condition 1 relative to condition 2. The horizontal grey line represents zero
difference between the time points’ means. The upper threshold and lower threshold (dashed red
lines) refer to significantly greater and less activity of condition 1 to 2, respectively, which is
emphasized by the grey-shaded area. A) NE vs. NF, B) NF vs. PE, C) NF vs. PF, D) NF vs. SE,
E) NF vs. SF, F) PE vs. SE, G) PF vs. SE, and H) SE vs. SF.
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Figure 23. Mean normalized EMG of FCR interactions between conditions. Highlighted areas
(white) represent significant differences in %MVC between each condition. Red lines: condition
1, blue lines: condition 2 (relative to figure title). A) NE vs. NF, B) NF vs. PE, C) NF vs. PF, D)
NF vs. SE, E) NF vs. SF, F) PE vs. SE, G) PF vs. SE, and H) SE vs. SF.

The TB also showed a significant interaction effect over the entire movement cycle. The
supinated-extension condition exhibited greater muscle activity compared to all other conditions
throughout the whole movement (neutral-flexion, pronated-extension, supinated-flexion) (p=0.01)
(Figure 25-F, I, L) or segments of the movement (neutral-extension: 32-38%, 46-52%, 58-65%,
PF: 46-49%, 55-86%, 91-93%) (p=0.01) (Figure 25-C, J). Whereas, neutral-flexion displayed
lesser muscle activity compared to all but one condition (no difference between pronatedextension) at different points throughout the movement (neutral-extension: 0.45%, 66-100%,
pronated-flexion: 0-3%, 12-23%, 27-45%, 76-82%, SE: 0-100%, supinated-flexion: 28-38%, 4042%) (p=0.01) (Figure 25-A, E, F, G). Neutral-flexion not only displayed greater muscle activity
compared to neutral-flexion, but also pronated-flexion (0-100%) and supinated-flexion (6-12%,
77-99%) (p=0.01) (Figure 25-B, D). Lastly, pronated-flexion exhibited greated muscle activity
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relative to both pronated-extension (3-20%) and supinated-flexion (59-80%) (p=0.01) (Figure 25H, K).
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Figure 24. Two-tailed SnPM post-hoc analyses were used for TB relative to the compared
conditions across the full movement cycle (0-100% of sample data). The difference between means
is displayed as condition 1 relative to condition 2. The horizontal grey line represents zero
difference between the time points’ means. The upper threshold and lower threshold (dashed red
lines) refer to significantly greater and less activity of condition 1 to 2, respectively, which is
emphasized by the grey-shaded area. A) NE vs. NF, B) NE vs. PE, C) NE vs. SE, D) NE vs. SF,

E) NF vs. PF, F) NF vs. SE, G) NF vs. SF, H) PE vs. PF, I) PE vs. SE, J) PF vs. SE, K) PF vs. SF,
and L) SE vs. SF.
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Figure 25. Mean normalized EMG of TB interactions between conditions. Highlighted areas
(white) represent significant differences in %MVC between each condition.

Red lines:

condition 1, blue lines: condition 2 (relative to figure title). A) NE vs. NF, B) NE vs. PE, C) NE
vs. SE, D) NE vs. SF, E) NF vs. PF, F) NF vs. SE, G) NF vs. SF, H) PE vs. PF, I) PE vs. SE, J)
PF vs. SE, K) PF vs. SF, and L) SE vs. SF.
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3.4 Discussion
This study focused on the changes in muscle activity across different combinations of
forearm postures and wrist torque directions during a wrist flexion and extension movement.
SnPM waveform analysis was used to compare normalized discrete timepoints to assess the
movement across the entire waveform. Evaluating eight muscles of the upper limb, the intent was
to identify when muscles were activated throughout the movement, while evaluating how forearm
rotation and wrist torque demands affected each muscles contribution to the flexion/extension
movement. As forearm posture rotated from neutral, muscle activity changed at various parts of
the movement cycle for each forearm muscle. Flexion torque elicited an increase in muscle activity
in all wrist flexors, while the extension torque increased muscle activity in all wrist extensors. The
impact of these findings could help determine how/why particular muscles are recruited depending
on the characteristics of the task. These findings suggest that forearm muscle activity during static
wrist exertions as well as averaging activity over a range of motion may not provide a complete
picture of muscle recruitment strategies.
3.4.1 Effects of forearm posture on muscle activity
Both the wrist flexor and extensor findings support Hypothesis 1 as non-neutral forearm
postures decreased wrist flexor muscle activity compared to a neutral forearm posture between
51% and 70% of the movement cycle (similar to the FCR interaction), while wrist extensor muscle
activity decreased between 2% and 28% of the movement cycle. Peak FCR muscle activity
decreased from 5.8% during a neutral forearm posture to 2.6% MVC during pronation (2.9% MVC
during supination), FDS from 10.7% during neutral to 5.3% MVC during supination (5.5% MVC
during pronation), and FCU from 9.0% to 4.7% MVC during supination (4.8% MVC during
pronation). ECR muscle activity decreased from 20.8% to 8.8% MVC when moving from neutral
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to a supinated forearm posture (9.0% MVC during pronation). ED muscle activity decreased from
31.9% to 12.0% MVC when moving from neutral to a supinated forearm posture (13.3% MVC
during pronation). ECU muscle activity decreased from 36.3% to 11.6% MVC when moving from
a neutral to a supinated forearm posture (12.3% MVC during pronation). The changes in muscle
activity that occurred in the extensor muscles were visibly larger than the flexor muscles when
comparing neutral and non-neutral forearm postures, which rejects the Hypothesis 3 as the flexors
were expected to show greater change in activity. Hypothesis 4 was supported though, as BB
showed that muscle activity was greater during forearm supination at 3.1% MVC compared to
pronation at 1.4% MVC and neutral at 1.6% MVC between 3-39% of the movement cycle.
Previous dynamic research by D. A. Forman et al. (2020b) reported a decrease in ECU
muscle activity during non-neutral forearm postures when muscle activity was average over the
full wrist flexion and full wrist extension ROM. During a flexion and extension movement,
respectively, ECU displayed an average of approximately 16% and 30% MVC when in a neutral
forearm posture compared to approximately 15% and 26% MVC with a pronated forearm, and
14% and 25% MVC with a supinated forearm (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). In our work, this was
reciprocated for each forearm muscle during a portion of the movement cycle, rather than just
ECU. The only periods when non-neutral postures displayed greater muscle activity was FCR and
FDS when comparing forearm supination to neutral at 18-21% and 16-17% of the movement cycle,
respectively, which was also not supported by D. A. Forman et al. (2020b). The average method
and the SnPM method, while both displaying decreases in non-neutral postures, describe different
results. This highlights the importance of signal processing techniques in our interpretation of
movement data. The averaged muscle activity approach across a movement utilized by D. A.
Forman et al. (2020b) did not show the change in muscle activity throughout the movement cycle.
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For FDS and ED, previous research has shown a decrease in activity during a pronated
forearm posture, compared to supinated and neutral, during isometric maximum and submaximum grip trials (Claudon, 1998). Claudon’s (1998) findings were reciprocated in a later study
that performed maximum and sub-maximum isometric grip trials at different forearm postures, but
only when the wrist was positioned at 45° flexion and not in neutral or extended positions (Mogk
& Keir, 2003). Our work showed a decrease in FDS and ED muscle activation during forearm
pronation, along with supination. Previous research has found that preferred forearm postures were
visible in FCR as muscle activity increased from supination to pronation and in FCU increase from
pronation to supination (de Rugy et al., 2012). Also in the same study, the direction of wrist
movement (wrist flexion, extension, radial and ulnar deviation) significantly impacts how muscle
activity changes relative to forearm posture for FCU, ECR, and ECU, but not FCR (de Rugy et al.,
2012). This was not fully reciprocated during our current study, as FCR and FCU showed no
significant difference in muscle activity between a pronated and supinated forearm posture
throughout the flexion-extension task. The only portion of those findings by de Rugy et al. (2012)
that were supported were the effects of direction on muscle activity considering all the muscles
listed above (including FCR) displayed a significant decrease in activity during non-neutral
postures in either 0-50% or 50-100% of the movement cycle, and then either no difference or an
increase in muscle activity during non-neutral postures in the other 50% of the movement cycle.
Forearm muscle activity displayed a clear dependency on the direction of the movement due to
changes in forearm posture.
When collecting grip strength data, Kattel et al. (1996) found that deviating from neutral
wrist, forearm, and shoulder postures resulted in lower grip strength. Even with an open-handed
posture, isometric wrist moments decreased in non-neutral forearm postures for males and females
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(La Delfa et al., 2015).The findings from Kattel et al. (1996) and La Delfa et al. (2015) do describe
differences in strength and moment outputs between neutral and non-neutral forearm posture, but
they do not align specifically with the current study that shows a decrease in muscle activity during
non-neutral postures within the defined ranges of motion within wrist flexion and extension. Also,
decreases in muscle moment arms have shown to increase motor unit firing rates in turn increasing
muscle activity, independent of muscle length (Nourbakhsh & Kukulka, 2004), but this does not
reflect our findings.
FCR, FCU, ECR, and ECU moment arms have been documented during forearm rotation,
showing decreases as one moves away from a neutral forearm posture (Figure 26) (Bremer et al.,
2006; Ettema et al., 1998). This decrease in muscle moment arm could describe why for the FCR
and FCU displayed increases in activity during supination of the forearm between 16-21% of the
movement cycle as force generation capabilities decrease, requiring greater activation to achieve
the desired force output. This is speculative as no previous research to our knowledge describes
this increase. This does not explain why this only happens at such a small portion of the movement
cycle. Potentially this means that muscles that would have a decrease in moment arm due to the
change in posture are less involved in the contribution to force production, forcing other muscles
to compensate that are less affected by posture with small increases in activation. These findings
could be useful when addressing tasks in workplace settings that required non-neutral postures at
the wrist and forearm. If workers are finding that a certain task is hard to sustain over long periods
of time due to posture inhibiting the activation of certain muscles, then potentially a new technique
should be used or more breaks should be taken to reduce injury risk.
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Figure 26. Tracking moment arm (mm) changes across different forearm postures and elbow
positions in FCR and ECR longus. Solid line: 0° elbow flexion, dashed line: 90 ° elbow flexion,
dashed/dotted line: 45 ° elbow flexion (Bremer et al., 2006).

3.4.2 Effects of torque direction on muscle activity
Torque direction also presented a trend in the data when addressing wrist flexors and
extensors separately. In support of Hypothesis 2, muscle activity increased in the forearm muscles
and the BB for at least a portion of the wrist movement when the torque was applied in the same
direction. Wrist flexors had greater activity during 0-50% movement cycle when a torque was
applied in the flexion direction (FCR: 0-55% and 76-100% movement cycle, FDS: 0-100%
movement cycle, FCU: 19-62% and 98-100% movement cycle), while extensors mimicked this
with greater activation during an extension torque (ECR: 9-12% movement cycle, ED: 0-26% and
58-100% movement cycle, ECU: 0-33% and 70-100% movement cycle). While very different
patterns were seen with respect to significance domains between waveforms (apart from ED and
ECU), there were similar shapes to those waveforms when comparing between the flexors or the
extensors.
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The preceding paper demonstrated the same increase in muscle activity in muscles
concentrically contracting with an aiding torque (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). What was not
directly found in this average analysis method was differences between torque directions during
0-50% of the movement cycle for the extensors and during 50-100% of the movement cycle for
the flexors relative to waveform analysis data. The averaged flexion and extension movement
phases displayed no differences between torque directions when either muscle group lengthened.
During the same study’s co-contraction analysis (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b), an increase in cocontraction between ECR-FCR and between ED-FDS pairs occurred during flexion torque when
moving from wrist extension to flexion. This displayed either an increase in ECR and ED or a
decrease in FCR and FDS. When comparing to the current data, Figure 19 shows that flexor
muscles have a steady increase in activity as a flexion torque continues to challenge the control of
speed of the wrist rotation. The averaged method previously used diluted these findings as extensor
activity was greater at the beginning of the flexion, while flexors increased closer to the end-range
of flexion. Once the direction changes and the torque resisted the movement, flexors had lower
activity. This could represent an adjustment period where the magnitude of activation is
overcompensated by agonist and antagonist muscles being activated more than they need to
complete the movement. It is well known that isokinetic movements require greater co-activation
to manage movement speed (Guilhem et al., 2011) with the idea that agonist and antagonist
muscles work in tandem to control movements to produce accurate moments at the wrist (Bawa et
al., 2000). This is a clear example of that controlled movement, as the CNS continuously attempts
to regulate the speed by increasing activity, especially as the movement slows down and changes
direction. The implications of these findings are important for tasks that involve changes in
direction as efficiency of the muscle activation during this movement is lowered to ensure that the
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accuracy of the movement is maintained. Finding ways to promote efficient activation during a
task could reduce the demand placed on the musculoskeletal system.
3.4.3 Interaction of FCR
The FCR had a significant torque direction and posture interaction from 56% to 75% of
the movement cycle. Torque direction affected FCR at each forearm posture separately, as neutral
and supinated postures had significantly greater activity within this ROM when comparing flexion
torque to extension torque. This requirement of higher activation could be a response to the
extensor muscles activating, to overcome the applied torque, to attempt to maintain wrist rotation
at 40°/s. It was also interesting that no difference was observed during the pronated posture. This
could suggest that the FCR force contribution was not required as much for the task when in
conditions that involved forearm pronation, or an applied flexion torque and other flexor muscles
were in a more optimal force generation state to contribute to the task.
When all other conditions were compared to neutral-flexion, neutral-flexion had greater
FCR muscle activity for all or most of the interaction during the movement cycle. This highlights
the importance of FCR when the forearm is oriented in this posture, to control the resisted
movement. This did not agree with the discrete analysis previously performed by Forman and
colleagues, considering there was no interaction between posture and torque direction when
considering average muscle activation across each half of the movement. The FCR-ECR
antagonistic pair did show decreased co-contraction as the wrist extended during resisted
extension, giving insight to the fact that while FCR may be activated more during this posture, it
is still much less than the increased activation of ECR (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b).
The same study also did not support the decrease in muscle activation for FCR when
performing the task in non-neutral postures, but D. A. Forman et al. (2020b) did find this with
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ECU during resisted extension. This effect of posture could depend on the length-tension
relationship, but this describes the force output of a muscle relative to myofilament cross-bridges
(Lieber, 1993). Two things could be happening: FCR could have had an increase in activation due
to its optimal muscle length and was selected for its efficiency to produce force for the given
action, or greater activation was required during an inadequate muscle length to produce enough
force to support the movement. These are merely assumptions as these data do not incorporate
muscle length, nor do they compare muscle activity between muscles. The importance of
determining which circumstance is occurring could be the difference between workers developing
chronic injuries at the FCR within this scenario.
3.4.4 Interaction of TB
An interaction of posture and torque direction was prominent for the entire movement cycle
for TB. It was clear that the supinated-extension condition and the neutral-extension condition
were greater than the rest of the posture-torque direction conditions for all or a portion of the
movement cycle. Supinated-extension also elicited greater activation in TB compared to neutralextension near the change in direction at 50% of the movement cycle. While Hypothesis 4 was not
supported, as it was not predicted that TB would display a two-way interaction between torque
direction and forearm posture, results do suggest that conditions involving the flexion torque
direction and/or the pronated forearm posture displayed significant decreases in TB activity. This
hypothesis was based on the average analysis method, which did similarly show that the extension
torque direction had a significant impact on muscle activity (D. A. Forman et al., 2020b). This
supports that waveform analysis was effective at determining greater differences even in proximal
muscles compared to averaging the entire movement, as adjusting the orientation of the forearm
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and the external factors impacting the movement had a significant influence on TB’s involvement
when supporting movements at the wrist joint.

3.5 Limitations
Before each trial, upper limb orientation was adjusted to pre-set markings to control for
shoulder flexion and abduction, and elbow flexion. Participants were placed in what was deemed
a comfortable operating position and then before each trial were reset to that position. The forearm
was not secured to the Wristbot, potentially resulting in slight variations in posture, however, care
was taken to ensure that the wrist was aligned with the robotic device across trials and conditions.
At the start of each trial, no countdown was provided on the screen when tracking began.
Participants were required to “catch up” to the target during the initial repetition. This was resolved
by only selecting certain repetitions to include in the analysis for this study. The handle size was
also not adjusted relative to each subject’s hand length. Optimal handle diameter for grip force
capabilities is 17.9% of one’s hand length (Hauraix et al., 2018), however, the hand
anthropometrics of our male participants likely had little variability, minimizing this affect. Along
with this topic, grip forces were not measured during the wrist movements, so we have no
indication of how hard participants were grasping the Wristbot handle. However, gripping
instructions were provided to each participant at the start of the experiment and participants were
told to hold the handle with a consistent and comfortable amount of force. It would have been
interesting to see how grip force changed with direction of movement considering the handle
moves out of the palm during wrist flexion and into the palm during wrist extension. Individual
wrist ROM was not considered to determine how the 80° wrist movement would relate to their
maximum ROM. However, all participants could successfully perform the required ROM. The
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resistive torque applied by the Wristbot was relative to a maximum extension trial for each
individual, which could elicit different outcomes due to different maximum flexion/extension
strength ratios between subjects. When recording EMG at the forearm, cross-talk is always a factor
as muscles with a small surface area are challenging to isolate. Muscle activity from surrounding
muscles within the forearm can contaminate the signal via conduction through tissues to the
surface targeted by the electrode (Kamen & Gabriel, 2010). This was minimized with optimal
electrode placement and using small inter-electrode distance. Lastly, it is important to note that
these findings are relative to a wrist flexion-extension task, while typical wrist movements do not
operate in two degrees-of-freedom. Future work should consider movements outside of wrist
flexion and extension, including radial and ulnar deviation and other more complex wrist
movements.

3.6 Conclusion
This study evaluated the effects of different forearm postures and wrist torque directions
(applied to the hand via a wrist manipulandum) on forearm muscle activation throughout a wrist
flexion and extension task. Wrist extensor and flexor muscles both displayed significant decreases
in muscle activity when deviating from a neutral forearm posture (flexors: ~0-20% wrist extension,
extensors: ~5-25% wrist flexion). When the direction of wrist movement and applied torque by
the Wristbot were both in the flexion direction, flexor and BB muscle activity increased for at least
a portion of the movement, while an increase was found in extensor muscles when an extension
torque is applied during wrist extension. This shows the importance of understanding how muscle
activation can change during a dynamic compared to a static task, as flexor and extensor muscle
activity decreases during different periods of wrist flexion and extension due to a non-neutral
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forearm posture. When looking at this ergonomically, a task that puts an individual into a nonneutral forearm posture could inhibit key muscles that can safely execute the action. When the
forces typically produced by these inhibited muscles are no longer available, a shift in
responsibility may occur as other muscles responsible for the same action may potentially increase
their muscle activate or different muscles may become activated to support the intended action.
FCR specifically elicited an increase in its activity during the first half of resisted wrist extension
when the forearm was in a neutral posture compared to pronation and supination. This supports
the dependency of FCR activation on the orientation of the forearm.
As technology and statistical analysis methods advance, researchers are opened to many
more opportunities to understand the mechanisms that control kinetic and kinematic processes.
Waveform analysis techniques can provide novel insight into muscle activation during various
demands, highlighting postures that might be important to avoid when performing tasks. The
expansion of biomechanics depends on further comparisons between static and dynamic research
to unravel how the CNS adapts to changes in body orientation and environmental factors.
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https://brocku.ca/research-at-brock/office-of-research-services/research-ethics-office/#application-forms.
In addition, throughout your research, you must report promptly to the REB:
a)
Changes increasing the risk to the participant(s) and/or affecting significantly the conduct
of the study;
b)
All adverse and/or unanticipated experiences or events that may have real or potential
unfavourable implications for participants;
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c)
New information that may adversely affect the safety of the participants or the conduct of
the study;
d)
Any changes in your source of funding or new funding to a previously unfunded project.
We wish you success with your research.
Approved:
____________________________
Craig Tokuno, Chair
Health Science Research Ethics Board
Note:

Brock University is accountable for the research carried out in its own jurisdiction or under its
auspices and may refuse certain research even though the REB has found it ethically acceptable.
If research participants are in the care of a health facility, at a school, or other institution or
community organization, it is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to ensure that the
ethical guidelines and clearance of those facilities or institutions are obtained and filed with the
REB prior to the initiation of research at that site.
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